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Rates Spark: Cautious, with a hint of
optimism
Many of the ingredients are there for sentiment to recover but only
time will tell if this lasts. Higher monthly core inflation complicates the
Fed’s job. The European Central Bank may well deliver a 50bp hike
tomorrow, but markets see a read-across from the Fed’s own travails

Much needed relief but only time will tell if this lasts
There was a palpable sense of relief in financial markets yesterday as bond yields retraced a good
chunk of their recent drop, credit indices a good chunk of their widening, and stock indices a good
chunk of their recent sell-off. Markets closer to the epicentre of the crisis remain far from last
week’s levels.. For instance the KBW US regional bank index is still severely depressed, reflecting in
part the more durable challenge to their profitability and funding mix that this crisis has caused.

The speed at which events unfolded requires us to stay vigilant
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Treasury yields are also much below their level of a week ago, especially at the front end, when
Powell firmly put a 50bp hike at the March meeting on the table. Even after their rebound, yields
still reflect an uneasy average of two radically different scenarios. Scenario one, which we will call
business as usual, is where yesterday’s upside surprise in core CPI piles pressure on the Fed to
continue its hiking cycle, even if at a 25bp-per-meeting clip. The second scenario reflects a tail risk
where the contagion from SVB’s failure results in a durable tightening of financial conditions, and
so reduces the need for further hikes, and perhaps even necessitates cuts to cushion the blow to
financial markets.

Clearly, the latter seems far-fetched but the speed at which events unfolded requires us to stay
vigilant. Much depends on anecdotal evidence of deposit flow and funding levels of US regional
banks. Sentiment among large depositors in particular is very difficult to predict.

US banking troubles have accelerated the narrowing of dollar-
euro rate differentials that we were expecting

Source: Refinitiv, ING

ECB staying the course but US contagion further up the curve
Markets largely see the ECB staying the course and hiking by 50bp at tomorrow’s meeting. US
banking stress makes an already tricky communication exercise even more difficults for markets
to trade. Somehow, contagion to European markets has so far been limited. Whilst some
indicators of euro bank funding have tightened, this was from far too easy levels. Broader
indicators of non-bank funding stress have been less impacted. It should be said, however, that a
greater proportion of funding to the eurozone economy is intermediated by banks. Bottom line is
that the ECB is in a determined fight with inflation and it can ill afford the distraction, so we’re
inclined to think it’ll stick to that battle for now.

The ECB is in a determined fight with inflation and it can ill afford
the distraction

Farther afield, if the recent crisis shaves a few hikes off the Fed’s tightening path, it makes sense
that markets expect this to translate into lower pressure on the ECB to hike. By chief economist
Philip Lane’s own admission, the euro weakness is less of a concern now for the inflation outlook

https://think.ing.com/articles/ecb-cheat-sheet-predictably-unpredictable/
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(compared to inflation expectations and wages) but the read-across from Fed policy to ECB cannot
be totally dismissed. In any case, the recent events, a potentially earlier end to the Fed’s hiking
cycle reinforce our view that the rates differential between EUR euro and dollar rates will narrow.

The new DMO remit should accelerate the re-tightening of gilt
swap spreads

Source: Refinitiv, ING

Today’s events and market view
The main event today is not on any calendar. We will eagerly monitor US financial markets
for signs that the stabilisation in risk sentiment started yesterday continues today. On
paper, things look good after joint interventions by the FDIC/Fed/Treasury and various
measures taken to improve the liquidity position of US regional lenders, but investor and
depositor sentiment is something difficult to predict.

Main items on the economic calendar this morning are French CPI for February and
eurozone industrial production for January. The former is a final release, and the latter
should mostly reflect the moves in underlying member states’ data.

The chancellor will present the spring UK budget to parliament. Jeremy Hunt has little fiscal
room for extra measures but the update to the debt management office’s debt remit
should help resume the sterling swap spread tightening trend, especially at the front-end.

US data has the potential to be more market-moving. PPI, retail sales, empire
manufacturing, and home builders’ housing index make up today’s list. Our attention is on
February retail sales in particular as we suspect the January figure was flattered by
unseasonably warm weather.

Germany will carry out auctions in the 30Y sector for €2.5bn.

https://think.ing.com/articles/uk-budget-short-term-positives-to-be-met-by-medium-term-caution/
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